Fluorescent High Bay for 8 T8 lamps. Curved Profile. MIRO reflector with 95% reflectivity. 120-277 Volt. Part #: 620040

Our Commercial-Grade Fluorescent High bay Fixtures are Made in USA. With CEE listed high efficiency ballasts and CEE listed fluorescent lamps (optional) our fixtures make it very easy to get rebates. The following features make our fluorescent high bays the best value in the market.

- Easy access to wiring compartment & ballast.
- Access plate provides access to electrical wiring without the need to open the fixture.
- Knock-outs for easy electrical wiring and assembly.
- Factory Installed Occupancy Sensor option.
- Factory Installed Emergency ballast option.
- Lamp Installation option available.
- Multiple power cord set options, (voltage, length, gauge). Please see our Fluorescent High Bay Accessories section.
- Pendant mount kit provides a top J-box to simplify HID Retrofit installations. Can be used with a hook or rigid conduit and fasteners.
- Door and lens kit options available.
- Choice of 95% reflectivity MIRO (Enhanced Performance Specular) Reflector or 91% reflector White Reflector.
- Heavy Duty pre-painted steel construction.
- Factory Installed Wire guard option.
- Custom configurations available.
- Can be easily mounted by a single person.
- Suspended or Pendant mounting insures a quick painless install.
- Chain and V-Clip Hanging option.
- Wire cable hanging option.
- UL Listed for Damp Locations.
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